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6

Abstract7

Beam scanning have found great demand in the field of wireless communication, satellite8

communication, radar, etc. [1,2]. These applications are generally covered by phased array9

antennas [3], where several elements are grouped together in a linear or planar special10

configuration. The radiated beam is determined by the vector addition of the electromagnetic11

fields radiated by the individual elements. Present proposal a novel technique of Tunable12

Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface (TMMD-HIS) is embedded with array13

antenna, making it possible to obtain a beam scanning angle of 40 degree (from -20 degree to14

+20 degree) without the need of expensive active components. The major advantage of15

proposed concept is that the array have a negligible mutual coupling between radiating16

element this is happen because of suppression of surface wave. In built phase shifting is17

provided which reduces the structure size and proportionally cost . simulated results showing18

the effectiveness and compatibility of proposed concept.19

20

Index terms— reflection phase, width of patch, gap between patches, height of substrate, operating frequency,21
band width.22

1 Introduction23

n RADAR systems beam scanning is necessary to track mobile targets, or to scan the physical area of a targets.24
In point to point communication links where one or both of a terminals are mobile (especially in satellite25
communication systems) the beams of both antennas must track with the movement of the terminals so that26
adequate communication quality is maintained.27

To have a such adaptability, the antennas are mechanically steered. but this mechanical steering has limitations28
in terms of tracking speed and flexibility.29

Antenna arrays, as the name suggests, consist of a number of antenna elements assembled together to form a30
larger antenna system. There are two subclasses of antenna arrays.31

2 a) Depending on Feed Method32

First each element in a array is actively driven by independent radio frequency (RF) sources, and corporate feed33
method. whereas arrays based on actively driven elements tend to be built such that the Author ?: Research34
Scholar, Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, JNT University, Hyderabad, AP, India. e-35
mail : kpraveenkumar24817@gmail.com Author ?: Professor, HOD Dept of ECE, KL University, Vaddeswaram,36
Guntur, AP, India.37

elements are separated by a significant distance (typically a half-wavelength or more) to avoid mutual coupling38
between radiating elements.39

A general diagram of an antenna array utilizing actively driven elements is shown in Figure 1. ??(a). It consists40
of a number of radiators, each driven by a signal whose amplitude and phase are controlled independently [4].41
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6 UNIT CEL MEODELING

Through manipulating the amplitude weighting and phase shift applied to each of the elements, beams can be42
formed and steered by the array.43

The diagram in Figure 1.1(b) shows an alternative realization whereby signals from the array are collected44
at an intermediate frequency (IF). This is done so that phase shifting and amplitude weighting can be done45
at lower frequencies, which can reduce costs. More frequently, however, this is done so that operations that46
were traditionally implemented at radio frequencies (namely phase shifting and amplitude weighting) can be47
performed digitally in software Antenna arrays, despite their great potential as reconfigurable antenna platforms,48
explained above in both the approaches possess a number of major shortcomings that makes the deployment of49
reconfigurable antennas based on the classic array implementation impractical and inexpensive. These include50
the following:51

Cost of RF hardware Antenna arrays, regardless of whether they are implemented as shown in Figure 1.1(a)52
or (b), require a substantial amount of RF hardware. The implementation shown in Figure 1.1(a) requires a53
separate RF phase shifter for each antenna element, plus an amplitude controller if amplitude weighting is to54
be used as well. These components tend to be costly and bulky, increasing the size of the array platform and55
making it more expensive. The implementation of Figure 1.1(b), while eliminating the need for the RF phase56
shifters and amplitude controllers, nevertheless requires a substantial amount of RF hardware in the form of57
frequency conversion equipment, filters, and so on. The complexity of these systems increases when they are used58
in both transmit and receive modes, where additional components such as amplifier chains, RF switches, and59
other components are required. These components are generally assembled into a unit called a transmit-receive60
module (TRM). In antenna arrays, TRMs must be duplicated for each of the antenna elements in the system.61
At high frequencies, these components still tend to be very expensive, especially components designed for use62
at millimetre-wave frequencies where this project is ultimately targeted. This makes antenna arrays generally a63
costly proposition. Indeed the cost of the RF hardware in antenna arrays has prevented them from being widely64
deployed, even at lower RF frequencies.65

3 Feeding difficulties associated with large arrays66

The scanning angle of antenna main lobe is determined by the feed network. Array antennas require that each67
element is actively fed by an RF signal. For small arrays, this is usually not a problem, but for large arrays,68
feeding the array can become a logistical nightmare. However, a serious problematic issue is feed loss in the69
network itself, which is a particular problem at high frequencies. The large number of feed networks required70
for large high-gain arrays compounds the loss problem, producing an upper limit on the realizable gain from the71
array. Additionally, the feed network is often a source of cross-polarization in planar antenna arrays.72

Another is to use beam forming networks for multi beam array. Multi beam formers are either the networks73
[5,6] (butler matrix, Blass matrix) or quasioptical system lens (Rotman lens).74

The input impedance of each radiating element changes from its initial value due to mutual coupling, this75
variation is unstable when we change the direction of radiated beam. this phenomena causes the mismatching76
between the output impedance of a beam forming network and input impedance of elements at different given77
beam directions if BFN is properly designed.78

The angle blindness [7] i.e the array can radiate no power in certain angles. 4 and 5 are mainly occurring79
because of mutual coupling.80

4 b) Proposal of Research work81

Antenna arrays are therefore a natural choice as the foundation for any reconfigurable antenna platform.82
Unfortunately, the design of a large antenna array is complicated by issues of cost, complexity, and loss, as83
discussed in the previous section. Indeed, shortcomings of traditional array architectures given motivation of84
this research project. The TMMD-HIS reflector have none of the cost, complexity, and loss of antenna arrays.85
hence embedding both concepts mutually exclusive way could provide attractive reconfigurability in antenna,86
with improved performance and reduced cost. several papers on beam steering of antennas based on 2D EBG87
structures were presented [8,9]. In some papers authors demonstrated 2D EBG structures in reducing the mutual88
coupling [10] [11]. where the suppression of EM wave is done only in two directions. Present paper a novel89
proposal of TMMD-HIS is a three dimensional Energy Band Gap Structures (EBG). It is going to suppress the90
EM waves in all three dimensions. This structure has a provision of tuning its surface impedance by varying91
reactive capacitance in its structure. As the surface impedance is varied interne varies the reflection phase. This92
inbuilt phase shift operation is utilized to steer the beam of an array antenna.93

5 II.94

6 Unit Cel Meodeling95

The structure of Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance Surface consists of an optically planar ground96
plane, dielectric substrates arranged in ascending order, square metal patches (protrusions) arranged in three97
dimensionally and metal vias joining the metal protrusions to ground. the arrangement is shown in figure 1.98
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The unit cell has following dimensions; thickness of lower substrate t =62mil with a relative permittivity of ?99
r =2.2 and loss tangent 0.0009, diameter of via d =0.65mm, width of patch w = 41mm, gap g = 2.5mm, hidden100
layer patch width Hw = 46mm height of TMMD-HIS h = 3mm and an air is considered as another dielectric101
exist between top and bottom layers. This structure resonates at 1.89GHz.102

7 DISPERSION DIAGRAM103

8 REFLECTION PHASE MEASUREMENT104

A proposed unit cell is designed and executed in Ansoft HFSS software. By placing in a box to which a periodic105
boundaries are applied and extended to infinity. Finite Element Method is adopted to analyze the proposed unit106
cell. The diagrams in figure 4 is showing perfect electric boundary at opposite walls of unit cell box, and perfect107
magnetic boundary at opposite walls of remaining unit cell box. The figure 3 is showing the reflection phase of108
normally incident plane wave on TMMD-HIS structure versus frequency. At low frequencies this structure reflects109
with a +180 0 phase shift as the frequency increases the phase slops downward and crosses through zero degree110
point and reaches to -180 0 the frequency at this phase is high. The point of intersection of the phase curve with111
zero degree line, frequency at this point is considered as operating frequency. The region betwee+87.92 degree112
to-176.08 degree shown in Figure3 with highlighted region reflects the plane waves in phase with transmitted113
wave. This region functions like Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC). This range corresponds to surface wave114
band gap. The region before and after to highlighted region functions like ordinary reflector.115

9 ARRAY ANTENNA OVER TMMD-HIS116

MMD-HIS Reflector could be used to improve the efficiency of antennas [12], due to the suppression of surface117
waves, which are the predominant loss mechanisms in classical designs. Furthermore, the MMD-HIS Reflector118
can function as an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) at a certain EM wavelength [13]. A metal surface, as119
an approximation of a perfect electric conductor (PEC), has a voltage wave reflection coefficient of -1, which120
causes a reflection and a phase shift of 180 degrees to the incident EM wave. Due to destructive interference,121
the PEC is undesirable as a ground plane for microstrip antennas. To overcome from this problem offset by a122
spacing of ? / 4 between the antenna and the ground plane [9], the problem of surface waves still persist for123
PEC ground planes. With an artificial magnetic conductor, as an approximation to a perfect magnetic conductor124
(PMC), there is an inphase reflection. Having a PMC with a voltage wave reflection coefficient of +1 underneath125
a microstrip antenna increases the antenna’s efficiency.126

Another advantage of MMD-HIS Reflector is the integration of components. Usually the required high dielectric127
constant of the substrate needed for a high level of integration would be detrimental for microstrip antennas.128
However, by using an MMD-HIS Reflector, the antenna could be shielded from the substrate, enabling it to be129
integrated with other components on the same substrate [14]. similarly, MMD-HIS Reflector can be utilised to130
reduce crosstalk between neighboring components on a chip [10].131

10 VII.132

11 TUNING OF MMD-HIS & BEAM STEERING MEA-133

SUREMENT134

The structure consists of a group of unit cells arranged in two by two array as a ground plane to 2by2 array of135
radiating patches. shown in figure. The tunable impedance surface that I used to demonstrate beam steering136
consists of pair of metal patches in attach with substrate arranged in layers, from the bottom we will give naming137
convention as layer 1 contains a substrate of Rogger/RT Duriod 5880 with a permittivity 2.2 and loss tangent138
0.0009 consists of an array of four square metal patches (these are made to rotate around it’s center position as139
reference with respect to layer 2 lower patches. in both clock wise and in anti-clock wise. For convenience from140
now we call them as revolving patches) on its top face, connected to conducting surface lying in other(bottom)141
face, by means of via which has a height of 62mil. layer 2 consists of Higher substrate of Rogger Ultima 1225 with142
a permittivity 2.5 and loss tangent 0.0015, contains an array of metal patches (protrusions) on its bottom face (143
which are always fixed in nature) connected to bottom conducting surface of layer 1by means of via positioned at144
its corner, with a height of 3mm. such that this vias should not be obstacle to revolving patches. here on thing145
should take care that all the patches in layer 1 and 2 are connected to a common bottom conducting surface of146
layer 1 to maintain a resonant nature in the structure. Top face of layer 2 is embedded with 2by2 array antenna147
of square patches of miniature structure 60dB is observed indicates MMD-HIS block the of 15.5mm*15.5mm,148
connected to RF power supply by following transmission line rules so that maximum power can be transferred to149
patches from RF source. here co-axial feed method is adopted and fed at location (-9.3252mm, 0mm, 2mm). An150
air gap of 1.4252mm is maintained between layer 1 and layer 2 which functions like air dielectric and develops a151
parallel plate capacitance. the complete structure is called Tunable Multi Layer Multi Dielectric High Impedance152
surface.153

”The motion that is parallel to applied electric field contributes to change in resonance frequency”. keeping154
this point in mind The beam steering operation is demonstrated here in three stages. Now the revolving square155
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12 CONCLUSION

metal patches are made to rotate either in clock wise or anti clock wise direction by making it’s center position as156
reference from it’s zero position to ±45 degree with respect to layer 2 lower patches. The TMMD-HIS reflector157
embedded with a 2by2 array of square patch antennas shown. Left set of revolving patches are as taken as one158
unit and right set of revolving patches are taken as another unit for all stages of execution.159

Stage 1: All the patches of layer 1are kept in reference position of zero degree. the radiation pattern obtained160
at this stage is taken as reference. as shown in above figure the beam is pointing to zero degree in phi direction.161

Figure ?? : Reference steer angle Stage 2: Left set is allowed to revolve right set is kept constant in reference162
position (zero degree). As the set of plates starts revolving the over lapping area exist between patches of layer 2163
and 1varied results change in capacitance reactance exist between parallel plates. since the resonating frequency164
of individual cavities formed by layer of metal plates and via structures depends on capacitance, so change in165
over lapping area leads to change in reflection phase results in beam steering to opposite direction. This is166
demonstrated by orienting left side set anti clock wise direction from zero degree to -45 degree ( minus sign here167
indicates anti clock direction of orientation) with a step size of -15 degree by maintaining right side set is at168
reference position, the beam is steered to maximum right angle of +20 degree from zero degree when orientation169
is reaches to -45 degree. As the set of plates starts revolving, the over lapping area exist between patches of170
layer 2 and 1varied results change in capacitance reactance exist between parallel plates. since the resonating171
frequency of individual cavities formed by layer of metal plates and via structures depends on capacitance, so172
change in over lapping area leads to change in reflection phase results in beam steering to opposite direction.173
This is demonstrated by orienting right side set anti clock wise direction from zero degree to -45 degree with174
a step size of -15 degree by maintaining left side set is at reference position, the beam is steered to maximum175
right angle of -20 degree from zero degree when orientation is reaches to -45 degree. if the orientation is further176
increased beyond the -45 degree in both the cases we get repetitive characteristics.177

12 Conclusion178

A novel TMMD-HIS embedded array antenna with a reconfigurable beam has been proposed, designed and179
simulated in Ansoft HFSS software. The simulated results obtained are presented are proving good agreement180
when compared with designs presented in literature so far. 1 2

Figure 1: I
181
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Figure 2: Figure 1 :
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Figure 3: Figure 2 :
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Figure 4: Figure 4 :
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Figure 5: Figure 3 :
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Figure 6: Figure 5
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Figure 8: Figure 7 :
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Figure 10: Figure 10 :
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Figure 12: Figure 13 :
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